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U7s

Session 6: Ball Control & Dribbling 2

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Movement and balance
-Body control
-

Activity 1

UP DOWN DRIBBLING
(10-15min)
Kids dribble around in grid.
Coach calls out out moves
that require kids to go
down and then up again.
Example: Touch ground
with right hand, lay on
back, put knees on ground,
put forehead on ground

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

SNAKE TAG: (15-20min)
kids need pennies. One
without the ball is the
snake. Try and tag other
kids as they are dribbling.
Once kid is tagged they
become part of the snake
by holding on to the others
penny.

Progression
-Do without ball
-Add cones as obstacles
-Tell kids they need to do the move
and get to the ball before it stops
rolling
-Kids do move and then need to
find another ball

-Quickness
-Thinking and planning ahead
-Use of space

Activity 2

GATE RACE (10-15min)
Set up various cone gates
that are a yard apart. At
first kids dribble freely.
Then give them 30-40
seconds and have them
count the number they go
through

Objectives

Progression:
May need to start the non-snake
members without a ball until they
all understand the game

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

-"Falling" happens in the game,
getting up quickly is important.
-Try and keep you eye on the ball
as much as possible.
DISCOVERY QUESTION
-What did you have to do when
getting up?
-When might you fall in a game?

-Look for another gate as you are
entering current gate.
- Change pace so you are not
standing and waiting. Always be
moving.

Progression
-Kids can't go through the same
gate twice (before making this rule DISCOVERY QUESTION
see if any kids figure out that this
-Is the closest gate always the best
can really increase their number)
option? Why/why not?
-After going through a gate they
must touch the ground, jump, etc...
-Add more/less gates

-Controlling ball under pressure
-Being aware of defenders and
other players
-Team work (Snake)
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Key Coaching Points

Click to insert session diagram

-Change of speed (not always
going fast or slow with the ball)
-Thinking ahead and planing
where to go
-Communication between snake
members
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
-What did you need to do to keep
from being tagged by the snake?
-If you were a snake what did you
have to do in order to tag the
others?
- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Help kids to self challenge as
opposed to group challenge. For
example: "Can you do 2 more than
last time?" Instead of say,
"Everyone get 10."
HOMEWORK:
Do 20 dribble only using right foot
and 20 only using left foot.
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